
Fully Automated Biochemistry and Turbidimetric Analyzer

ChemWell®-Twww.awaretech.comFully Automated Biochemistry and Tubidimetric  Programmable Analyzer

Capabilities     Dilutions, predilutions, dispensing single or multiple reagents

Min. and Max. Volume  2 µL - 400 µL

Maximum number of specimens  Typically 20 (including calibrators and controls) but variable   

     depending on rack sectors selected.

Maximum number of reagents Customizable, assorted replaceable racks and custom

     designed rack segments are available for various bottle sizes

Reaction vessel   5 per cuvette, 40 total on board

Minimum reaction volume:       240µl

Maximum reaction volume  700µl

Instrument bottles   0.25L Priming Bottle (optional 0.5L bottle available)

Thermal control   Cuvette Carrier 37°C or ambient room temperature

     Refrigerated Reagent Rack cools 8° to12° C below ambient   

     through Peltier thermoelectric modules

     

Optical design    Reads absorbance in one channel; NIST traceable calibration;  

     User-selected monochromatic or bichromatic results

  340, 405, 505, 545, 580, 630 custom options also available

Light Source    Halogen Lamp

Linear range    0.0 to 3.0A 

Photometric Accuracy  ± (1% of the reading +0.005A from 0 to 1.0A)

     ± (2% of the reading +0.005A from 1.0 to 3.0A)

Calculation modes    

     or factor, multicalibrator point-to-point, linear regressions, cubic  

     spline, 4-parameter logistic and percent absorbance

Dimensions & Weight  53cm Wide x 50cm Deep x 40cm High

     approximate weight < 15kg (37lbs)

Reliable performance
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single standard, factor, fixed time kinetics, kinetics by standard



Accuracy and Precision
Photometric readings are accurate, results are consistent and reproducible, reliability that provides 
dependable data and piece of mind.

Flexibility
ChemWell®-T is an open system analyzer, user programmable for a wide range of assays. Your laboratory 
can easily recall assays for review, use, change, or deletion, providing a choice of assay that best suits your 
immediate needs.

Reliability
Quality is an important aspect of the ChemWell®-T, all products are quality tested and materials selected 
based on longevity and reliability resulting in less downtime.

Ease of Use
ChemWell®-T was designed with ease of use in mind.  The software is intuitive to use and mirrors what takes 

rent at a glance,  on screen prompts 
so assist the user with setup of the 

ChemWell®-T

Lower Cost of Operation 
ChemWell®-T utilizes precision pipetting, as little as 2 µL with a typical reaction volume of 250 µL, reducing 
reagent volume usage and consumption of DI water.  Reusable/washable cuvettes contribute to a lower 
cost of testing.

ChemWell®T Capabilities Overview
ChemWell®-T  can be programmed to perform 
all aspects of testing from dispensing of reagents, sampling, 
aspirating,  timed incubation, temperature and mixing which are 

all controlled via the ChemWell®-T  management software

Quality Control Options
• Place controls anywhere, anytime 
• Levy-Jennings by ranges or standard deviation
• Automatic interpretation 

Typical Reaction Reaction Vessel
Total Volume of 250 µL Reusable plastic cuvettes 5 per 
section
minimum pipetting volume 2 µL holds 40 per run with 
better than 2% CV

The ChemWell®-T ships with an universal reagent and sample rack 
labeled A-E, the rack locations are interchangeable and allow for 

Optional racks include the integrated rack, available with or with-
 

reagents/samples and foam inserts to assist with maintaining a 
constant temperature.

Cuvette Carrier
ChemWell®-T includes a cuvette carrier designed to hold 8 Express 
550 cuvettes.  The carrier acts as a incubator and may be heated 
to 37˚C depending on the assay requirements.  

Mixing takes place directly in the cuvettes while seated in the 
carrier.  This is accomplished utilizing the probe as an oscillating 
mixer with variable addressable speeds.   

Additional dilution mixing can be accomplished by aspiration and 
dispensing, the number of times and percentage of volume is also 
addressable.

The carrier functions as a shuttle moving cuvettes into the reading 
position before returning the cuvette to the carrier, limiting the 
amount of time sample temperatures are unregulated.

ChemWell®-T Management Software
The software which includes an integrated assay editor, assay 
list, QC reporting, diagnostic capabilities and setup utilities is
easy to use with colorful graphics and on-screen prompts designed
to assist the user.

ChemWell®-T
Is a fully automated user programmable open system analyzer, capable of 
performing Tubidimetric and Routine Biochemistry Assays.

Cuvette Carrier

Integrated reagent and sample rack

Universal rack 
Optional customizable 

segments available

The ChemWell®-T Advantage.  


